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What to do, hear, see | July 5-11
by Movers and Makers • July 4, 2017

Happy Recovery-from-Independence Day! Now back to our regularly scheduled

programming…enjoy the second half of summer. Below are a few options for the

relatively quiet week ahead.

 

CULTURAL EXHIBITS

Heritage Village Museum | 11450 Lebanon Rd., Sharon Woods. 513-563-9484

Saturday-Sunday, July 8-9. “Civil War Weekend”

OK, history buffs, time to muster your troops and march on
Sharonville. Give the kids a taste of what war was like more
than 150 years ago, including battle re-enactments, hands-
on activities and building tours. While you’re there, check out
the current exhibits at this little-known gem of a museum:
“First Ladies of Fashion,” replicas of gowns worn by first
ladies, and “Exiled: Ohio’s Indian Removal,” about the legal,
organized and sometimes violent extraction of Ohio’s native
people.

 

FAIRS/FESTIVALS

Second Sunday on Main | Main Street, Over-the-Rhine

Sunday, July 9, noon-5 p.m. Eclectic street festival
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Clara Ward and Her Gospel Singers

While Vine St. and Washington Park have been the early
focus in the reinvigoration of Over-the-Rhine, so far, things
on Main St. are really beginning to heat up. This is a great
chance to hang out and get a feel for the many changes
happening now, and those just around the corner, including
the new Ziegler Park and pool just to the east. Bring your
suit. Take a dip!

 

FILM

The Mini Microcinema | 1329 Main St., Over-the-

Rhine

Friday, July 7-Aug. 17. “Seven Weeks of Cinema”

And speaking of Main St., no need to wait for Sunday to go and explore. This Friday kicks off a summer season
of adventurous cinema, with 26 evenings of movies before Labor Day. Tired of Hollywood summer blockbusters?
Plan your visit now…

 

MUSIC

Cincinnati Contemporary Jazz Orchestra | Memorial Hall, 1225 Elm St., Over-the-Rhine. 513-

280-8181

Friday, July 7, 7:30 p.m. “We Gotta Shout!”

In 1963, the Dukes of Dixieland jazz band joined forces
with Clara Ward and Her Gospel Singers for a landmark
recording. This will be the first live performance of these
songs, performed by the CCJO and vocalists representing
church choirs from around the Tri-State. Leading the
ensemble will be Adrian Cunningham, minister of music at
New Jerusalem Baptist Church. Something tells me The
MEMO will be rockin’ in ways it has not yet experienced.
Come add your voice to the chorus.

Cincinnati Symphony | Mayerson JCC, 8485 Ridge

Rd., Amberley Village. 513-381-3300
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